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Let {Xi, i 2 0) be a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables with finite 
absolute third moment. Then Darling and Erdos have shown that 
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for -co < t < oo where cc,, = ~~~~~~~~ !c-~‘~‘&~ xi and x,, = (2 In In n)“2. The result is extended 
to dependent sequences but assuming that {Xi} is a standard stationary Gaussian sequence with 
covariance function {rile ‘&hen {Xi} is moderately dependent (e.g. when u(Cy= r Xi) - no, 0 < a < 2) 
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where H’ is a constant. In the strongly dependent case (e.g. when UC:_, Xi) - n*r(n)) we get 
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stationary Gaussian sequences 
1. Introduction 
Let {Xi, i 20) be a sequence of independent identically distibuted random 
variables with mean zero and variance one. Many classical problems have come out 
of the srudy of the partial sums Sk =x* i-l Xi- The celebrated law of the iterated 
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logarithms (LIL) gives the first order terms in the growth of Sk. It states 
Sk 
F+! (2k in in k)1’2 
= 1 a.s. (1) 
Sometimes the LIL is stated in the following Feller form, giving information about 
the second order terms. For 4(n) positive and nondecreasing 
0, if 2 y exp(-$42(n))< co, 
P(Sk > k1”4(k) i.0.) = (2) 
1, if~!@$exp(-$$2(n))=c0. 
The quantity Sk/k “* in both (1) and (2) can very easily be replaced by 
maxlsisk Si/il/z. In this paper we will be interested in the behavior of this maximum. 
Besides the fixed growth rate given so precisely by (2), the randomness of 
maxlsi& Si/il” is also of interest. Darling and Erdiis [3] prove that if {Xi} has finite 
absolute third moment, then 
it P 
Sk 
max 1/;~< (2 in2 n)l’* 
IL+00 lsksn k 
+ ln(ln;! n/47~) + t 
2(2 In2 n)“2 (2 in2 n)1’2 1 
= exp( -es’) 
(3) 
for all - 00 < t < 00. As usual in, n = qtk iterated logarithm of n. 
The invariance principle of Erdos and Kac offers an elegant tool to prove these 
results. The required results are first proved in the special case when Xi are normally 
distributed. The Central Limit Theorem lets us approximate partial sums &/(k”‘) 
by normal variabies. The results then follow by essentially concluding that this 
approximation is, in fact, very good. Thus the study of the partial sums from the 
stationary Gaussian sequences is more significant than any other particular case in 
this area. 
From now on, let (X} be assumed to be Gaussian. It is interesting to see how (2) 
and (3) are affected when the assumption of independence among Xi is relaxed. 
Tbeorem 4 of Lai and Stout [5] states the following. 
Theorem (Lai and Stout). @pose there exists 0 c LY G 2, y > ,-x/2, A4 3 1, S > 0, 6 > 0 
and positive sequence (L(n)) satisfying the following conditions : 
(9 
n”L(n)<c v(n)<< n”L(n) as n + 00, 
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(ii) 
?J(n+m) 
v(n) 
-1 <M E ’ ifSn3mmM, 
I 0 n 
(iii) 
lim sup I r:(i) <* max - n+a n(In2 n)-Q+=n L(n) 1 (4) 
and 
lim inf 
n+aJ 
iv) Vp > 0 there exists mp und 1 a A, > 0 such that if h,n 3 m 3 mp, then 
Let q5(t) be a positiw nondecreasing function on [ 1, a~). Then 
[o, if Iw(4(t)r’am1exp( 4zt)jdtcco 
fYS, > (v (n))“*4 (n) i.0.) = ’ 
1 
i I 
1, if 
m (qqt))*‘“-’ 
1 t 
exp( _ie!$) dt =: a.cziJ 
In Sections 2 and 3 we extend (3) in the cases of moderately and strongly dependeo t 
stationary Gaussian sequences. We prove that if p,,, = maxosien Si/(v(i))“* and 
v(n)-n’“L(n) asn+a (6) 
with some additioaal conditions on the slowly varying function L(n) to make it well 
behaved, then 
It P(fi, 6(2 In2 n)l’*+ --- 
( 1 
1 1 ln(c, In2 n) + x -.- 
n+w cy 2 (2 In2 n)l’* (2 In2 n)“* ) 
= exp(-e-“) 
(7) 
for all -~<xx<. Also if 
v(n)- (1 +oj&))nZw(n) 
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for some 8 > 0 again with some additional conditions on r(n), then 
It P cc, S(2 lna l/r,)l” 
n-+oD 
+& l/m -In 47r+ 
2 (2 In2 l/r,)“2 (2 In2 :/r.)lj2 1 +exp(-e-“) 
(9) 
for all --coaOxX~. 
The proofs as in [3], compare the maximum CL,, to that of a suitably chosen 
stationary Gaussian process on an appropriate set. The sketch of the main idea is as 
follows. We know that even though {&/(v(k))“‘} forms a standard Gaussian 
sequence, it is no longer stationary. However, we could view this as coming from a 
stationary process being sampled with increasing frequency. If v(k) - k”L(k), 
0 c LY c 2, then sample from an ar-process (i.e., the correlation function near the 
origin is - 1 -$[t]“) at points 1, 1 +f, l+$+$, . . . ,~~=, l/i,. . . . Thus we have n 
observations for this cu -process in the interval about [0, In n]. The maximum of these 
n observations closely approximates pn. In this, what we call a ‘moderately depen- 
dent case’, the frequency of sampling does not depend on the covariance function of 
{Xl+. 
It is interesting to note that the above procedure fails when a! = 2. Oddly enough, 
we observe that in this case, the normalized sums process can be approximated by a 
Brownian motion with transformed time axis. If we have to carry the above analogy 
in this case as well, then we have to sample an ar = 1 process at a frequency that 
depends on the covariance function of the X-process. At any point k, instead of 
placing the next observation at a distance l/k from the kth observation, we place it at 
a distance approximately jr’(k)/r(k)l. W e will call this the ‘strongly dependent’ case. 
Thus, in this case, pu, approximates the maximum of a cy = 1 process on the set 
[0, In l/r,, J. This allows arbitrarily slow growth rates of pn by choice of r,. Though not 
surprising, it is interesting to note that in all cases, only the double exponential is 
obtained as the extreme value distribution. 
There may seem a discrepancy between (5) and (9). According to (5), if v(k) = 
k2L(k) satisfies (4), then the first order term for F, is (2 In2 n)1’2 while as (9) places it 
at a much smaller number viz (2 In: l/r,)“’ . None of the covariances looked at in (8) 
satisfy (4). In fact, we could not find any examples of covariance functions satisfying 
(4) for cy = 2. 
The next two sections give exact statements and the proofs of the moderately and 
the strongly dependent cases respectively. Examples of covariance functions satisfy- 
ing the given conditions and some comments are in Section 4. 
2. Moderately dependent sequences 
Throughour: the remaining, {Xi, i 2 0) will be a stationary Gaussian sequence with 
mean zero, variance; one and ri = X&i. Eet 
(u(k))-“2CF=,X for k :*= 0, 1,2,. . . and p, = maxgSkSnYk. 
v(k) = Var c,“,,Xi; Yk = 
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Theorem 1. Suppose that for suf%ciently large k, 
ji, ri = k’L(k) >O, (10) 
- 1 c S < 1 and L(k) is a slowly varying function satisfying 
(i) for suficiently large 1, L(k)/L(l) is bounded if 12 k 2 l”, 8 > 0 and’ 
(ii) if lak, k+m such that (I-k)/k’-‘+WVy>O but (I-k)/k+c 
for OCC ~a, then 
(11) 
It 1 L(l)-L(l-k)=O _. 
k-en k L(l-k) * 
ThenforcY=S+I, 
lt P(kh SP,, +f) =exp(-eVx) 
n-m7 .n 
(12) 
for all -00 C x < 03. ‘Wz write 
XII = (2 lnz n)l’*; 
p,_x +(l/(~-~)ln~n+ln(N,lJ;j;;) 
,. - ?I 
Xn 
and 
du 
where C(t) is a separable nonstationary Gaussian process with El(t) = - I$’ and 
Cov(&), C(t)) = Isl* + jtj” -IS - tla. 
Before we proceed to prove (12), we will state and prove two lemmas abolut E Yk Y, 
which will simplify the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. For [exp(&m)] s k c 1 c [exp(& (m + l))], CE: >0 and m s,uficiendy large. 
~Ey&~1--($-&‘) 
v(l-k) 
v(k) ’ 
(13) 
By E’ we denote a small positive number depending on E, not necessarily the same at all 
places. Also [ - ] denotes integral part. 
Proof. Since v(k) = C,“r,’ xi= _j ri, (10) and Theorem 1 in ([4, p. 2731) gives that o(k) 
is regularly varying with exponent cy r 6 + 1 and 
l/ak”Uk) -, 1 
v(k - 1) 
ask+oo. 
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v(k)+akt 
EYkYt =(v(k)v(z))“2 
1 (v(k)v(l))“2-(D(k)+(l’kl) = - 
WMW1’2 
v(k)v(l) - (v(k) +wd2 
= ’ - ar(k)v(l)(l + (v(k) +Wklj(v(k)v(f))-“2}’ 
(15) 
Noticethatu(l)=u(k)+u(f-k)+2~kIanddefineEkl=(t)(l-k)+20kl)/U(k).Then 
the R.H.S. above is equal to 
u(l -k) -&/v(k) 
’ -v(l){1 +(v(k)+cokl)(v(k)v(~))--1’2} = 
dk 
-v(k)v(l-6 
}(I +&l)-‘( 1. + il +&)-1’2 +(v(kj;(l)y). 
We need to show that the product of the last three terams in (16) could be bounded 
above and below by $k E’ as k + 00. At (a), (b) and (cl below we find bounds for 
various quantities invo!lved. First we look at v(Z - k)/v(k). The argument used here is 
repeated several times during the rest of the text. We have 0~ f-k s ~‘k. If 
(1- k) s k @ for some 0 c 8 c 1, then we can write v (I - k) L L(1 - k) kae for large k 
and 
Since L(b) is a slowly varying function, we know that L(rjP + 0 and L(t)t’ -* cc as 
t + 00 for all y > 0. If ks c 1 -k s E’Jc~ then by (1 l(i)), L(Z - k)/L(k) is baunded. Thus 
(a) 
VU-k)_, 
u(k) 
for all k sufficiently large. Next, we will lock at 6&l = xfL:c:Lfri. For large k, by (10) 
we have 
l@kll S (COnSt.j(l- k)l’L(I). 
Hence 
10k112 
v(k)v(Z - k) 
L2W 
L(k)L(Z -k j’ 
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The fact that we need (I- C;) sufficiently large to make the approximation 
u(l- k) - (I -k j'+'L(l - k) is inconsequential here, since, if (I - k) is too small, then 
the L.H.S. above is obviously small for k large. If (2 - k) G ke, then the R.H,S. above 
tends to zero as k + CO by same argument as at (a) and if (1 - k) > ke then L(l)/L(l- 
k) is bounded by (11 (i)) and L(Z)/L(k) is always bounded for the range of I and k 
under consideration. Thus 
(b) 
[ok112 
v(k)v(Z-k)SB’ 
for all k sufficiently large. Obviously lu&(v(k)v(1))1’2 G E’ as well. Finally, 
(4 
b&l-k 1 ‘U’)_ -- 
v(k) 0 k k L(k) 
for all k.sufficiently large. Substituting in (16) we get the result. 
&e-a 2. If I B k + a0 such that I- k 2 l@ for some 9 > 0, then 
IWklI 1 y 
,!a (v(k)v(l))“2 k 0 =’ 
for some y > 0. 
Proof. Suppose k is such that (I - k)/k’ 3 0 for some 0 < y < 1. Then write 
l-k-l 
G jzo (k +j)‘L(k +j) G (const.)l”‘(l - k 1 
for all S’ B S since L is a slowly varying function ar. d k is large so that I/k + 1. Thus 
hd P’(l- k) 
(u(k)v(l))*‘2 
d (const.) ai2 d2 - 
k 1 (L(k)L(f)“* 
< (const.) (~~!$:rsd,” (L(k)L(l))-“‘2 
for all a0 > 0. Choosing 0 < a0 < y, we notice that the R.H.S. above is o(l). Hence 
(17) is valid. Now assume that (I - k)/k' +cofoI-allO<y<l. Wecanwrite 
l-l 
I-1 
j~~_k,ib(L(ij-~(f-ki)+L(I- k) ,_;_k,j’ ‘- 
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By (1 l(iij), the R.H.S. above is 
‘il j”. 
j=(f-k) 
Thus 
l@Ml kl’L(l- k) 
(u.(k)u(l))1’2 s(const’) (kl)“‘2(L(k)L(Z))1’2 
(l-W2 L(&k) 
(L(k)L(l))“2’ 
Choose 0 < y < (1 - S)/2. Then the R.H.S. above is o((k/Z)‘) as k + 00 because here 
both L(Z - k)/L(k) and L(I - k)/L(Z) are bounded due to (11(i)) (Notice that the case 
6 = 1 is excluded). 
We now turn to Lhe proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is split into two parts. First we establish that 
lim inf P 
( 
cc, e&l +;) a exp( - e-“ j 
n+m 
(18) 
for -cc <;r c a~. We recall that pn = maxostrn Yk where Yk = (u(k))-“2~~~, xi* 
The consta.nts /3n and xn are defined after (12). 
We will Pplit {Y,l<isn} into blocks tmbi<t,,,+I, tn=O,l,...,mo where 
t,,, = [exp(em)] for some E > 0 and m. is such that tm, = n. We will find a lower bound 
for the probability in L.H.S. of (18) by treating Yi in different blocks as independent 
since E Yk YI will be shown to be nonnegative. Now, suppose E Yk YI was in fact equal 
to 1 -i((Z - k)/k)*. Let e(r) be a standard stationary Gaussian process with covari- 
ante function 1 - ($+ c)JfiQ for 0 < C < E. We can sample {f(t), 0 C t C E} at points Sj 
where s 1 = l/t,,, and sk = &.-1+1/&-r. It would be f%SJ’ it3 See that max&kj 
provides a stochastic upper bound for maxl&.k<r,+l Yk. However, by using Lemma 
1, we can get explicit bounds for E Yk Yl only when (I - k) is large. Thus it is necessary 
to delete all but a subsequence {YI,,,,) of variables from the Pnth block. The proof will 
follow this general outhne. To start off, we also need to exclude Yr, . . . , Ya, n)1/2 
from consideration, since all the bounds gotten in Lemmas 1 and 2 work only for 
large k. 
For the first part of the proof, define u,, = &, +x/xn. Then for p; = 
max(l, n)“*rk=zn yk 
where 4(u) = (27~)~“~ exp( - u2/2). The R.H.S. above tends to zero. Thus we can 
replace p,, by h; in (12). 
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We will prove (18) with pn replaced by p;. For k and 1 large E Yk Yr b 0 since by 
(IO), 
--v(k) 
v(k)+2uklXM~k+- 
4’4 
2 
and v(k)-tWk[ >----0. 
2 
This, in view of (15) shows that YkY[ 20 for k and 1 large. By Slepian’s Lemma 
WI, 
where ml is such that fmI,, - (In n)1’2. 
The next step is to select a proper subsequence fm.k from the mth block. Define 
t m,h = [exp(E(m2+h)1’2)] for h = 0, 1, . . . , (2m + 1) i.e., tm.o = tm and f,,,2m+l = rmtl. 
Define 2, = Yl- Ytm_, for t,,,,h < 1 s tm,h+l, h = 0, 1, . . . ,2m. Then 
P 
( 
In fn 
max 1<Gu, SP max Y,,.h<~n- - 
> ( m a’/2 t,=l<t,+l OSh=zZrn > 
(20, 
-P 
( 
In m 
max Zl> a’/~ 
rm~l<r?n+l m ) 
where LY’ c CY. We will get an upper bound for the second term in the R.H.S. above by 
using the following result. 
Theorem 2 (Marcus and Shepp :6]). Le; { Wj, i b 1) be a sequence of jointly Gaussian 
random variables with P{supi,lI Wl:] < 00) = 1. Then, letting u2 = SUpi=, Var( W,). for 
p > 0 and all suficiently large t, we have 
P[suP lwii > t) <exp{-(1 -p)t2/(2a2)]. 
1 i31 
It is clear that P(max t,GICf,+lZ~ <a) = 1, since [t,, f,+t) contains only finite 
number of points. Before applying (21), we ,note that 
“L(f-k&_e, 
L(k) - 
We write the first inequality above for the sake of convenience. For (I - k) too small, 
we may not be able to write v (I - k) - II - k)“L(I -- k). However, the second inequal- 
ity is correct for large k since we have chosen (Y’ < LY. The argument for other values 
of (I-k) is similar to the one used befure. Now from (21) we have 
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where & =: maxl,,,slcp,+l Var(&). But for k.h s l< L.h+l, 
Var(&)=u(&- Y,,)=2(1_E~Y,,~)~*~‘(~)~’ using (22) 
tn. h
t a’ m,h+l - fm.h 
) 
G &‘t?l-a 
t 
S&’ 
t 
Vh=O,l,..., 2m. 
m.h 
Hence the R.H.S. of (23) is at most 
exp{ - (const,)(ln m)‘} 
and the R.H.S. of (19) is at least 
max Y,., G un 
Oshs2m 
- +$) - exp( - (const.)(ln M)~)] = 
m 
where 
1 - exp( - (const.)(ln m)2) 
We have established before that max0&h2mYt,.h is finite with probability 1 for all m. 
Hence 
P 
( 
max Y,,, G u, 
In m 
-cr’/2 +l asn+or, 
Oshs’2m m > 
and 
Em1 3 exp - (const.) f e-“” m)3’2 . 
m=ml I 
The R.H.S. above tends to one as n + a~. It remains to show that the product in 
R.H.S. in (24) is bounded below by the required limit. Now, since tm,h and tm,j are 
sufficiently far apart for h # j, we can write 
EYkY+l-((g+~‘) 
L(l-k) Z-k L1 
( > L(k) k 
for values of k and I in the set 7m = (tm,h, h := 0, 1, . . . ,2m}. Notice that for such 
values of k and I,, (Z- k)/k cannot tend to zero very rapidly i.e., (I - k)/k’-’ + 
aVy > 0. Hence applying (ll(ii)) we have L(2 - k)/L(Z) + 1. Also, since Z G (1 + e)k, 
L(Z)/t(k) + 1 as well. By choosing an appropriate value of E’, we can write for large k 
that 
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for k, 1 E TV. Let {e(t), t * 0) be standard stationary Gaussian’. process with covariance 
function 1 -(i+ c’>ltl” for 0 s t c c D We see that the covariance matrix of {Y,, 1 E rm} 
is bounded below by that of {f(,-a)/rm, 1~ 7,). Thus maxoshr2m Km., is 
stochastically bounded above by maxorhs2,,, &r,,,h-t,,,),~k which is at most 
maxortse t(t). Thus the product in the R.H.S. of (24) is asymptotically at least 
by Lemma (3.8) of [9]. &. is defined in the statement of Theorem 1. Substituting the 
value for un, we have the R.H.S. of (25) asymptotically equal to 
exp 
1 
-k (I +2E’)l’” exp(-x +0(l)) 3 exp(u, In m/m 
t?l=m, 
=*/2)}. (26) 
Splitting the sum into two parts say ml s m < (m0)1’2 and m:” < m d ~0, we see that 
for large II 
“c exp(u, In in/MQ”2) s mh’2 exp(u,) + m. exp(I/(ln m)9”2) 
m=ml 
= mo(l+ o(l)). 
Substituting in (26) we get that 
lim inf P 
( 
tin c&l +;) aexp(-(1+2E’)“” e-“) 
n+oD II 
for all g’>O. This concludes the proof of (18). 
It is much easier to show the other side, viz, 
lim sup P 
n+oO ( 
kc, C & G f 
) 
< exp( - e-“). (27) 
” 
We just exclude the appropriate number of Yk and then compare them with variables 
selecte,d from an appropriate -CX -process by Berman’s Lemma [ 11. Let un, m. and ml 
be the same as defined before. We !will define new subsequences t,,+ and the sets TV. 
To avoid clumsy notation, we will use the same symbols. Thus, it should be noted that 
t m,h and rm are defined two different ways in this section and two different ways in 
Section 3. All efforts to try to define a subsequence that will work for both parts of the 
proof in each section ha.ve failed so far. Care should be taken in noting an appropriate 
definition of fm,h and T, in rcadisg cill?erent parts of the proof. Let 
m.h = 
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and 
rm = {tm.h ; 0~ h G[(l-~)(ln ,)2’u]= mh,say}. 
(i.e., we have clipped a small portion from the right-hand side for each of the sets T,,,). 
Now 
P(& a4,)~P fi I ( max Yt,,, c un m=ml h.hETm )I 
P>q=ml I=1 h=l 
(28) 
The last inequality follows from Berman’s Lemma. C is some positive constant and 
E( ytp, Yq.h )? if p # 4, 
PPlqh = 
0, if P=q. 
Notice also that the 1’2rgest value of (1 -p&,)-1’2 depends only on E and is absorbed 
in C. By Lemma 1, 
dfP.1 - tq,h) 
U(fq.h) 
-l-($4) L(fPl -fq,h) tPf -tq.h a 
i(tq,h) ( ‘tq h ) ’ . 
Because of the above definitions, when P # q, 
‘P.1 - tq.h b tq,h(eE2 -_ 1) - E2tq,h. 
By the same reasoning as beforosnd condition (1 l), we have L(tpsl - t,.&/L(t& - 1. 
Thus 
for all P # q and 9 large. For all m, mh G (In rn~)~‘” . Substituting, an upperbound for 
the sum in the R.H.S. of (28) is 
rnz (In m0)4’a 
4=ml 
exp( -&I 
+P_FIma(ln wd4’ap~kh ” 
1 + &=Vqh 
(30) 
for all O<q<l. uz-21n2,v and m. -3 (In n)/~. We choose ‘17 c &‘/(2 -E’) for the 
value of E’ that works in (29’). This makes the sum of the first term in (30) to be o(l). 
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For the second part of the sum, we know by Lemma 2 that 
EY y ~(V(tq.h»)1/2 + (tq.h)Y 
tp.I tq .,. V (t ) t 
P.l P.l 
for some ')1>0. But V(tq,h)/V(tp,,)-(tq,h/tp,,)Ot for large q. Thus for some ')1'>0 
PPlqh :!ii/;. (tq,h/ tp,,)",l ~ exp( - y' Em;;) 
79 
for all p ~ q + mCJ. Thus the sum in (30) is 0(1). To bound the product in the R.H.S. of 
(28), we define a standard stationary Gaussian process {{(t), 0 ~ t ~ e} (different 
from the one in the first part of the proof) with covariance function 1 - (! - E '}ltI Ot near 
origin. We bound 
By Lemma (3.8) of [9], the R.H.S. above is asymptotically equal to 
e (1- £ )(1- e,)l / o H a u;'lat-Ic/J(un ). 
Substituting in the product we get the desired result (27). The details of the last 
argument are very much similar to those in the first part of the proof and hence are 
not repeated. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. Strongly dependent case 
In Section 2 we considered the cases when v (n) - nat L(n) for 0 < a < 2. In this 
section we will have a = 2. The sequence {Xi, i ~ O} and ILn are as described in Section 
2. 
Theorem 3. Let f be a probability density function on the real line and set 
Ak = {(x, y)l-oo<x <00; O:!ii/;. y <co and f(x +k» y}. 
Assume that the co"elation function rk = EXoXk satisfies 
(i) 
(ii) 
fork~ko, Ak,,",AocA,nAo forO~k~l. 
Let ric -+ 0 be a slowly varying function such that for large k 
Ic 
L ri = (2 + EIc)krlc 
'--Ie 
(31) 
(32) 
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with Ek = o( l/in k)‘) nonincreasing and t? > 0. Then 
lt P #bn Sp, +f- = exp(-e-“) 
n-beg ( n > (33) 
for all --o0Cx<oO. Here 
xn = (2 In2 l/cJ ‘I2 and & =,y,,+$ 
lnz l/m -In 4~ 
. 
Xn 
Condition (3 1) is used and discussed in Mittal and Ylvisaker [7]. From discussion 
there, we have 
Xi=(1-rk)1’2Wf +Ik, O<i<k 
where WF and Ik are independent normal with mean zero, Var( Wf ) = 1 and 
E&I, = rkl, Vl 3 k. Thus 
yk = (u(k))“” Ci”=l-% = (l-4 $=;)7~+(u($“2. 
The general idea of the proof is to show that the variables CF=, Wik/(~#))” aae too 
small and hence we can replace the process {Yk) by {k&(u(k))“2}. (In fact, we 
replace it by qk =&/(rk)1’2. We deal with the new process in very much si.milar ways 
as in Section 2. The following lemma does the first part of the proof. 
Lemma 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, 
lim (In k)6& = 0 U.S. 
k+dD 
(34) 
for d 8 > 0 SufiCiently Small, where & == Yk - qk. 
hOOf. Let US define tk = [exp(kY)] for 0 c y < 1 and 
fore>O,k=O, l,.... The result follows by symmetry and the use of Borel-Cantelli 
Lemma if we show that XT==, P(k) C 00. ‘ro compute P(Ak), we find lower bound on 
the correlations of &, rk 6 j G tk+1, We fir st note that as a result of the assumed 
conditions, rk 2 0 and for sufficiently large k, rk S rj Vi s k. Now for j G 1, 
jrj +Cf+lri j(r,‘I”2 rl Ii2 
(riu(l))1’2 -(tl( jjY2+ c 0 ’ 
(35) 
But 
1'2Ei;%o forlargej 
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and 
For tk el, j< tktl, ( 1 -j)/j G (const.) !~-(~-‘l). Thus for large j, since rj 3 rf, 
where c >O is a constant. We know that v(Zj) = 2(1 -jri’/2/(u(j))“z) 5 Ei and Ei is 
nonincreasing. Hence 
Now, 
lill 
E (v~~j)v(~l))‘~2 a l -Cl k 41-r) for tk<j, I<tk+l 
P(Ak) =P( max <;>E) 
fk<j<tk-cl 
where M,* is maximum of 1, independent standard normal variables and U also 
standard normal, independ..nt of &I,?. An upper bound for the R.H.S. of (36) is 
P M;+,-fk > y/2 k(1-r)‘2+‘“e’2 
( 2Cl 
where G(x) = I”, 4(u) du. Noticing that tk+l - fk - exp(kY), we see that the above is 
summable over k. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Next, we can replace fi, in (33) by V, = maxOrk&n Ik/r:‘2 ~2 max(%k=n qk because 
-+Q asn*o=, forallS>O. 
(ln’i )’ 
For the proof of (33) with V, in place of pn, we follow the same procedure as in 
Section 2. We compare {?jk) with a sequence sampled from an appropriately chosen 
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b = 1) process. Unlike Section 2, the frequency of sampling here depends on the 
covariance function Irk}. Some of the details of Section 2 become easier here in view 
of the observation that Ik = B(rk)‘where 61 denotes a standardized Brownian motion. 
Sketch of the proof is given below avoiding repetition of arguments in Section 2. 
Define (different from all previous definitions) 
fm,k = [r-1(e-e(mz+k)“2)] 
and 
T,,, ={f,,,k; 0sk 622m). 
Here r-‘(a) = min,(r(t) = 8). Since t is monotone, tk iS nondecreasing. Also 
r(r-l(8)) = S. By similar arguments that lead to (29) we have 
P(v:, c u,) 3 Z B ( 
max 7jtmnk G un 
??l=mi h.,.k~~m > (37) 
where u,, = & +x/x,, ; m. and ml are such that tmI -(In n)1’2 and mo= 
min{m 1 t,,, 2 n}. Also Y; = max (in n)i’2GkSn qko Define & = 71 - qr,.k_1 for tm.k s I< 
d m.k+l. Then 
P max 
In m 
twl~~~t*+l 
max ~~,.~9~~--- 
Osks2m m l/2 
-P 
( 
In m 
max Z[>-. 
hr~~ctwl+l m > 
But 
P max ‘1 It kc1 In m max --L-p- 
t,slct,+~ l/2 tm.ks~%k+l r! 
l/2 
rtm.k+l m 
l/2 
max 
tm.ks~etm.k+l 
+P max 
tm.ks~<:rm.k+l 
rt,,,,k+1 ri+2 -ri,fL2+1 >T 
( 
In m 
m 
max (I1 -I 
tm,ks~chn.k+l 
tm.k+l ) >-$ ‘ti:+,) 
Since 4 = I?@!), we can write I1 - It,,k+l as B(rl - rtm,k+l). Using Proposition 12.20 of 
Brieman [2], we get the first probability in the R.H.S. of (38) to be at most 
23 (39) 
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But rt,,,.r -exp(-E(m2+k)1’2). Thus 
VarU,., -Jr,.*+, ) = h,.k - hm.k+l 
- exp( - E (m* + k + 1)1’2)[e-E’2m - l] - -& rta,,lr+l 
and (39) is at most &(2(ln m)/E)/ln m. Substituting values for rtmek, we get 
approximately the same bound for the second probability in the R.H.S. of (38). 
Hence 
2(2m + l+=) 
& 
P ( 
ln lil 
max ZI>-- d 
t,.n~l<tm+1 
&2 ) lnm - 
W) 
The R.H.S. of (40) is summable over m. Following the same line as in Section 2, it 
only remains to show that 
P max qt,.* d u, - EU,&+,)(~+E’). 
OSksZm > 
(Notice that the constant Ha for (Y = 1 is explicitly given in Theorem 4.4 of 181). Let 
{e(t), t SO) be a standard stationary Gaussian process with covariance function 
1 - ($+ e’)ltl near origin. Then 
Eh tm,t+-r7 I,.k I= thm.k+t/hm,k P2 
n-z* + k + Z)l’* -(m*+ k)"*)} 
>zl- 
(1 -t- E)&Z 
4(m*+ k)l’* 
= W&t,,,.t-t,vt,So). 
It follows in the manner similar to Section 2 that 
limp pn- 
( “PPI +;) 
a exp( - e-“), (41) 
n-0 n 
(It should be noted that rtmO - exp( - EGO) b e-‘r,. Strictly speaking, the normalized 
constants for the e process should be with r, replaced by rtm,, bu.t it is easy to see that 
this does not make any difference in the limit.) 
The procedure for the rest of the proof is now apparent. We define a new 
The fact hat mqh = Em,,,m,,,, decreases rapidly to zero for c -q 3 mo is quite 
obvious. The rest of the arguments are very similar and hence not repeated. 
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Examples of covariance function6 (rjJ satisfying (IO) ad (11) are given by convex 
(&), rk E+ P(ln k)’ far k GB ko, 0 e y P 1 and 1 e R, (Defhed apprapri~tely on [O, ko] 
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